
WILD BURRO
Hole-by-Hole Description

Hole 1 Par 4 Tournament 461 Blue 454 Copper 417 Yellow 383 Green 311

Straightaway off the tee, the bunker complex on the right side of the landing area is in play.  The approach 
must negotiate a pot bunker in front of the green, which slopes sharply in several directions.

Hole 2 Par 5 Tournament 583 Blue 541 Copper 492 Yellow 446 Green 440

A dogleg left begins with a carry over the wash to a roomy landing area to the right of a pair of corner bunkers.  
The fairway narrows leading to the green, which has a big bunker front-left and drops off back to front.

Hole 3 Par 4 Tournament 444 Blue 437 Copper 386 Yellow 359 Green 236

A dogleg right starts uphill to a wide plateau, with a right-side bunker in range.  From the crest, the approach is 
downhill to a desert-style “island green,” surrounded by a wide wash and a large, front-left bunker.

Hole 4 Par 3 Tournament 200 Blue 188 Copper 180 Yellow 165 Green 122

Slightly downhill over a strip of desert habitat, there is a generous grassy area sort and left of the green, creating 
numerous options.  A large, deep bunker is wrapped along the right side of the green.

Hole 5 Par 4 Tournament 428 Blue 419 Copper 387 Yellow 359 Green 300

The straight-out fairway climbs gradually toward a sprawling bunker on the right.  The crest may block the 
sightline to the green, where a bunker is short-right and the rise on the left can provide a friendly carom.

Hole 6 Par 5 Tournament 586 Blue 541 Copper 526 Yellow 513 Green 386

Water stretches out from the tee along the left of a narrow landing area, with a pot bunker in play on the right.  
A wide wash runs in front of a small green, affecting the decision to go for it, or lay up.

Hole 7 Par 4 Tournament 452 Blue 417 Copper 398 Yellow 358 Green 323

A gentle dogleg right, the fairway tilts to right, toward a wash area that runs along that side from tee to green.  
A bunker fronts the left side of the green, but there is safety long and right, providing numerous options.

Hole 8 Par 3 Tournament 253 Blue 221 Copper 161 Yellow 149 Green 124

Slightly elevated tees look across a wash to a grassy area short of bunkers that pinch each side of a narrow 
opening to the green.  A ridge creates movement from the center to the right.

Hole 9 Par 4 Tournament 490 Blue 414 Copper 402 Yellow 390 Green 354

Starting straight uphill, two bunkers are in range on the left.  The fairway crests, then drops into a swale, rising 
again to an elevated green.  Two bunkers sit short left, with another right of the green.

Totals Par 36 Tournament 3897 Blue 3632 Copper 3349 Yellow 3122 Green 2596


